Harol Outdoor Living

Smart ideas for
delightful patios

A world of high-quality
solutions for every home
and office environment
Do you dream of an attractive patio? All you
need to do is invite your Harol dealer. Tell
him what is important to you. Do you enjoy
sitting outside? With Harol PATiO you can
enjoy your garden or patio no matter what
season. Do you want more shade in the
middle of your garden? Your specialist will
guide you through the various ranges of
Harol Duostores. Do you entertain a lot?
Under a Harol terrace awning everyone
catches the mood.
Harol terrace awnings are widely known for
their high quality and user-friendliness.
Choose the design that best suits your taste
from the many different styles and colour
variations. Harol terraces? You will enjoy
everything about them, year after year!
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Enjoy sitting on your terrace
with Harol: which awning
is the one for you?
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PATiO

Umbris

Duostore DS315

awning TR850

Change your outdoor
space
into a living space

Mix of functionality
and design

Shade and
protection
wherever you want it

Crowd puller
with standing
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Harol
PATiO
Do you have a garden or terrace?
With a Harol PATiO awning you can
transform it into a cosy space,
sheltered from sun and rain, and lit
up and heated at night. You can
choose from more than 10 models:
from sleek and modern to warm and
natural, made from aluminium
or wood. All top quality, available in
various colours and made to measure.
In short, with a PATiO awning you can
create a very distinct space. And who
knows, it might even become your
favourite space!
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PATiO
UMBRIS
Duostore
Terrace awning

Change your outdoor space
into a living space
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ALU
WOOD
WOODPLUS

A success in all respects

You can choose from a standard wall-mounted
STIL

structure, mounted between two walls, against
the ceiling, on a frame or free-standing*. You
can even have this system mounted to your
own existing structure. With taut fabric, it has a
clean and geometrical look; wavy fabric makes
it more traditional. Both the frames and the
INFINITY

fabric are available in a variety of colours. In
short: whatever your style, there is always a
Harol PATiO that will match it.
* on request

PATiO TECNIC

TECNIC principle
Flexible and simple

Width

Position of
posts

Enclosure with
e.g. screens

PATiO Alu

up to 6 m

no

yes

straight

up to 13 m

PATiO Wood

up to 8 m

no

yes

straight

up to 13 m

PATiO Woodplus up to 7 m

yes

yes

straight

up to 13 m

PATiO Stil

up to 7 m

yes

no

oblique

up to 13 m

PATiO Infinity

up to 7 m

yes

yes

straight

up to 13 m

The Tecnic (without posts) has a projection of up to 8 m.
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Integrated
gutter

Projection

TECNIC

An innovative folding roof system that can be retracted in a flash. It is easy
to install on an existing structure or on your own building structure and is the
base for the Alu, Wood, Woodplus, Stil and Infinity models.

PATiO
PATiO ALU

PATiO WOOD

A pergola structure made from aluminium and
stainless steel with integrated folding-arm roof:
to suit every style and personality.

J PATiO WOOD. Authentic and strong.

UMBRIS

J PATiO ALU. Sleek and modern.

A PATiO Tecnic with a wooden frame: PATiO Wood
combines modern techniques with the unique look
of wood. Basic design in laminated Norwegian pine.

J PATiO WOODPLUS. Modern comfort,
natural effect.
A wood effect, with the advantages of aluminium:
behold the unique character of the PATiO
Woodplus. Water is discharged through a unique
system of aluminium structures between the
wooden posts. Even the gutter is ingeniously
incorporated into the structure. Modern comfort
with a natural effect? Look no further.

Duostore

PATiO WOODPLUS

J PATiO STIL. Attractively trendy.

J PATiO INFINITY. Stylish simplicity.
Similar to the PATiO Stil, but the basic design has
straight, non-continuous posts with the channel
section mounted at the top. Easy to install additional
wind and rain shields to the sides.

PATiO INFINITY

Terrace awning

PATiO STIL

A PATiO Tecnic with oblique, continuous posts for
a distinctive look. Enjoy yourself to your heart's
content under this open-structured PATiO awning.
The sleek design features an integrated channel
section and a drainpipe that runs along the posts.
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PATiO EVO

PATiO ONE

ONE principle
Robust and minimalist

Integrated
gutter

Enclosure with
e.g. screens

Position of
posts

PATiO Evo

Projection

ONE

An ideal solution for a robust, sleek awning between two walls.
The PATiO One has one large guide profile which allows for a span of up to 8 m.

up to 7 m

yes

yes

straight

The One (without posts) has a projection of up to 8 m.

J PATiO EVO. Robust and large.
The same strong and sophisticated load bearing profiles (up to 7 m)
as the PATiO One, but with posts and an integrated gutter.

PATiO
UMBRIS
PATiO LEVEL

Keep up with the latest trends.
Visit www.harol.eu and click on ‘News’.

Integrated
gutter

Enclosure with
e.g. screens

Position of
posts

PATiO Level
Note: the Level version is always supplied with posts.

Projection

LEVEL

A robust aluminium structure with a new profile section and a sophisticated
water drainage system. The PATiO Level offers an exceptional level of
comfort and a wide choice of colours for the coating.

up to 6.5 m

yes

yes

straight

Terrace awning

Ingenious and durable

Duostore

LEVEL principle
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Looking for a detached and sheltered
space in your garden or terrace?

PATIO REVERSE
PATiO PHOENIX

PATiO REVERSE
Tight and firm.
The PATiO reverse with horizontal roof construction has a self-supporting structure and is
equipped with a wireless operation. This PATiO is also suitable to close with the side wind
and sun awning SL 400 or screens.

PATiO PHOENIX
Nice and simple.
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Position
of posts

Closable
with screens

Gutter
integrated

Width

REVERSE / PHOENIX

The Phoenix has a sleek PATiO in V-shape stretched PVC canvas without slope which
allows that rain will be drained back and forth on both sides.

PATiO Reverse

to 10 m

yes

yes

straight

PATiO Phoenix

to 10 m

now

now

straight

Frames in the colour of your choice

PATiO

The frames are painted as standard in ivory (RAL 1013)
or white (RAL 9010). You are free to choose any other
RAL colour* or any of the Prestige textured coatings.
* With the exception of PATiO Level, where you have the choice of standard or
Prestige colours, and PATiO Woodplus, where you can only choose from the

UMBRIS

Prestige colours.

PATIO STIL + STORELIGHT

Duostore

A motor-driven control system:
Safety Box Motor
> Power adjustable ALTUS 50 RTS motor for effortless control,
irrespective of the size of the PATiO (4 m or 13 m).
> Can be mounted against a wall or on an intermediate profile.
> No need for any reconstruction or demolition work.

> Quiet motor.
> Simple, quick installation.
> Can be operated with the Somfy remote control.

Visit an exhibition for more ideas.
At www.harol.eu you will find a list of all current exhibitions.

Simple
operation:
just one
touch.

Terrace awning

> Motor housing made from aluminium profiles, mounting brackets from
stainless steel.
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Patented
anti-drip system.

PATIO ALU

Harol PATiO fabrics:
resistant to weather and wind and even rain
Our fabrics are subjected to the strictest quality standards. They are severely
tested for durability. All Harol PATiO models come as standard with Precontraint
PVC 602 (light-proof and in white or ivory) or with Precontraint PVC 302 fabrics
(translucent and available in 17 colours).
> 100% waterproof.
> Wind resistant up to 90 km/h, depending on the size of the PATiO.
> Self-extinguishing, for greater fire safety.
> UV resistant.
> Treated for micro-organisms.
> Extensively tested retract/extend cycles comparable to 15 years of use.
> Taut fabrics with patented anti-drip system, so the rain is collected in a gutter
and does not run along the fabric.
> Optional wavy fabric suspension.
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PATiO
UMBRIS
PATIO ALU + SC800

Duostore

Even more protection with a
PATiO screen
> Lateral and/or frontal enclosure.
> Suitable for most PATiO models.
> Wind resistant and windproof.
> Can be mounted both frontally and laterally.
> Operated with an RTS motor.
> Quick and easy assembly.
> Model with window inserts or completely transparent fabric.

> Alternative for the PATiO screen is the SL400 lateral wind and sun
screen,
with imprintable fabric.

SL400

Terrace awning

> Dimensions: up to 3,000 mm width and 3,000 mm height
(for transparent fabrics).
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